
REVIEW THE DARK CHILD

Start by marking â€œThe Dark Childâ€• as Want to Read: This is a good book, a memoir, Camara Laye tells us about
his youth in Guinea. During his time at college he wrote The African Child (L'Enfant noir), a novel based loosely on his
own childhood.

Here the separation between parent and child evoke a felt sense of the anxiety present as Laye accepts his hut
and new "men's clothes" with quiet gratitude  Laye spends his days of recovery lounging on a mat with the
other young men, isolated from his family for the most part, allowed only to visit with his mother and father
from a distance between the end of the ceremony and the day he is able to walk home comfortably  The area
featured in the memoir, known as Upper Guinea, lies in the Mande heartland. Conakry When the French
formed the colony of French Guinea in , they chose for their capital the small fishing village of Conakry. In
this way the boy learns about the dangers of snakes. While nyamakala could not own land or hold public
office in Mande society, political leaders would not make a decision without first consulting a senior
blacksmith. Do they last? The divisive, controversial debate over whether their sons should attend European or
missionary schools is a point of convergence between Arrow of God and The Dark Child. Colonial society In
Conakry, Laye lives with Uncle Mamadou, whose family occupies one house, not separate dwellings as in
Kourassa, although each wife and circumcised male inhabits separate quarters, observing the law if not the
letter of custom. He also describes how religion and participation in spiritual gatherings were major parts of
his adolescence. He describes his days at Tindican as ones in which he is pampered, examined, made much of;
his grandmother plies him with dish after dish, convinced that he does not eat enough in Kourassa. Laye's
father arms him with a map of city transportation of the Paris Metro in France. One of the more poignant
descriptions in the book occurs about midway through the biography, with Laye's tale of his tribal initiation
into manhood by enduring the circumcision ritual during his earlier teen approximately years. Later chapters
are spent on harvest and coming-of-age rituals. Methods of propitiating the spirits structure daily life. The size
of a town varied from perhaps 20 concessions in a small community to or more. In Arrow of God, Ezeulu's
son Edogo also leaves his immediate home to study at the Christian missionary school to be educated by the
British Achebe,  Laye's autobiographical novel The Dark Child follows one boy's journey from his earliest
memories at age five or six to his first moment of definite adulthoodâ€”the day he leaves his native Guinea for
Paris, where he will study and ultimately decide his destiny. By the population of Conakry had swelled to 26,,
and the city was by far the most important place in the colony. Quite a bit of time is spent describing the
circumcision rite, which may be of anthropological interest to some, but was for me more interesting as a
symbol of the other changes he goes through in the book, the pain and fear at something new, the loss of the
old, but also the anticipation of being a man, the pride he feels when he is given his own hut and his own
grown-up clothes. The monstrous lions who terrify the initiates are manufactured, not real. Laye also has
another tool at his disposal, although he uses it more sparingly: the weapon of belief. The situation nearly
comes to a breaking point, until the headmaster is fired, and security at the school grows tighter.
Thoby-Marcelin, Philippe. While at school he suffers a sickness that hospitalizes him for months. Interestingly
enough, as Laye experiences and more European education, adopting the ideas and appearances associated
with it, the decor of his hut become altered by his mother to, "acquire a European look" which he notes he is
aware of because the changes were making "the hut more comfortable," and also offered "tangible proof of
how much my mother loves [ed] me"  Unfortunately, it played into French stereotypes about the primitive,
superstitious African. Shortly after moving into his hut, Laye leaves at 15 years of age to attend "Ecole
Georges Poiret, now known as the technical college" in Guinea's capital city of Conakry  Ma-madou is among
the first wave of the indigenous colonial elite; French-educated, he serves as head accountant with a French
firm in the city. Now he is challenged and engaged by the curriculum, and further stimulated by the presence
of Marie.


